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Registered and Antiregistered Phase Separation of Mixed Amphiphilic
Bilayers
John J. Williamson1,* and Peter D. Olmsted1,*
1Department of Physics, Institute for Soft Matter Synthesis and Metrology, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
ABSTRACT We derive a mean-field free energy for the phase behavior of coupled bilayer leaflets, which is implicated in
cellular processes and important to the design of artificial membranes. Our model accounts for amphiphile-level structural fea-
tures, particularly hydrophobic mismatch, which promotes antiregistration, in competition with the direct transmidplane coupling
usually studied, which promotes registration. We show that the phase diagram of coupled leaflets allows multiple metastable
coexistences, and we illustrate the kinetic implications of this with a detailed study of a bilayer of equimolar overall composition.
For approximate parameters estimated to apply to phospholipids, equilibrium coexistence is typically registered, but metastable
antiregistered phases can be kinetically favored by hydrophobic mismatch. Thus, a bilayer in the spinodal region can require
nucleation to equilibrate, in a novel manifestation of Ostwald’s rule of stages. Our results provide a framework for understanding
disparate existing observations in the literature, elucidating a subtle competition of couplings and a key role for phase-transition
kinetics in bilayer phase behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Phase separation in amphiphilic bilayers is of great interest,
both because of cellular roles of lipid rafts (1,2) and as a
means of designing function into artificial membranes. A
full understanding of their rich phase behavior requires
consideration of the separate, yet coupled, leaflets of the
bilayer (3–9). Such interleaflet coupling is especially impor-
tant in, for example, mechanisms of protein localization via
lipid demixing (2).

Experiment and simulation yield disparate results. Obser-
vations of registered domains (10–12) (Fig. 1 a) imply a
mismatch free energy per area favoring registration (R),
which we call direct coupling. However, R domains of
different phases typically differ in hydrophobic thickness,
arising from different preferred lengths of the mixed
species due to differences in the molecular length and
degree of ordering of their tails. In model phospholipid bi-
layers, typical measured thickness differences are between
~0.2 and ~1.6 nm for liquid-ordered versus liquid-disor-
dered (Lo-Ld) lipid phases (13), and slightly more for
liquid-gel coexistence (14). Such hydrophobic mismatch
can be alleviated by antiregistration (AR) (Fig. 1 b); thus,
an indirect coupling favoring AR competes with the direct
coupling. AR has been inferred experimentally on the sin-
gle-amphiphile level (15,16), whereas AR domains have ap-
peared in Lo-Ld (17) and liquid-gel (18,19) simulations, and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) on solid-supported bilayers
has shown R gel domains decaying into AR (14).
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Despite its wide practical importance, there is still no full
theoretical picture of this complex behavior. Existing the-
ories (3,7,8) treat the bilayer as two phenomenologically
coupled phase-separating leaflets, with an order parameter
to describe the demixing transition. The phenomenological
free energies and parameters in these models do not relate
directly to molecular or structural features of bilayers.
Hydrophobic mismatch is often not explicitly included
in coarse-grained modeling (3,5,7–9,20), so that the
competition between direct and indirect interleaflet cou-
plings described above cannot be captured. (Hydrophobic
mismatch appears naturally in more complex molecular
models (21), and it was included in coarse-grained modeling
in Wallace et al. (22), but without resolving the individual
leaflets.)

We approach the problem by deriving the bilayer’s local
free-energy density from a lattice model of the coupled leaf-
lets, in which simplified molecular interactions and bilayer
structural features, including hydrophobic mismatch, appear
explicitly. We show how competing interactions (favoring
Fig. 1, a and b) lead to phase diagrams with multiple,
competing coexistences. This implies competing modes of
phase separation, and helps reconcile observations of R
and AR in the literature (10–12,14,17,18).

As a test case, we study how AR competes against R for a
bilayer containing an overall equimolar mixture of species
in both leaflets. AR can become equilibrium, which arises
from treating hydrophobic mismatch among individual
molecules in the bulk (not only at domain boundaries),
although most expected parameters yield equilibrium R.
However, metastable AR states are still kinetically favored
by hydrophobic mismatch. Hence, a bilayer in the
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a b c

FIGURE 1 (a) Registration (R), satisfying the direct coupling but with

thickness mismatch penalized by the indirect coupling. (b) Antiregistration

(AR), without thickness variation but with a mismatch penalty from the

direct coupling. (c) Lattice model for coupled bilayer leaflets.
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conventional spinodal region can, paradoxically, require
nucleation to reach equilibrium. Thus, metastable phases
can interfere with bilayer domain registration and even pre-
vent equilibration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lattice bilayer model

To obtain the local free energy, we begin with a lattice model (Fig. 1 c)

for the two leaflets and their competing direct and indirect couplings.

A local patch of the bilayer is modeled as a square lattice of L2 ¼ N

sites, where each site contains a top (t) and a bottom (b) leaflet amphi-

phile. The lattice spacing is the lateral distance between amphiphiles, a

~ 0.8 nm for phospholipids. Each amphiphile has a hydrophobic length

‘
tðbÞ
i . We define the bilayer thickness as dih‘ti þ ‘bi , and the difference

between the two layer thicknesses as Dih‘ti � ‘bi . Extension of the tails

also entails greater tail ordering, which we implicitly map onto the

length variables ‘
tðbÞ
i (23). We define bftðbÞ

i ¼ 1 or 0 if the top (bottom)

of site i contains an S- or U-species amphiphile. These labels are

chosen to suggest saturated and unsaturated lipids, where S prefers a

longer, more ordered tail structure; however, they can represent any two

species, or two of the lipid phases (Lo, Ld, or gel) available to a ternary

(S þ U þ cholesterol) bilayer (20,24–26). (We use ‘‘phase’’ to refer to a

bilayer phase, i.e., a given combination of the order parameters in each

leaflet (7); lipid phase refers to particular ordering types (Lo, Ld, gel,

etc.) which, in our model, are abstracted onto the binary S and U species

(20,24,25).) Each lattice site may be pairwise R (SS or UU), or AR (SU or

US). The species-dependent ideal hydrophobic lengths are ‘S0; ‘U0. We

define D0h‘S0 � ‘U0, d0h‘S0 þ ‘U0. We choose ‘S0>‘U0, although this

choice is arbitrary.

The exact lattice Hamiltonian considered is

H ¼
X
hi;ji

�
V̂
f
t
if̂

t
j
þ V̂

f
b
i f̂

b
j

�
þ
X
hi;ji

1

2
~J
�
di � dj

�2
þ
X
i

1

2
BðDiÞ2 þ

X
i

1

2
k
��

‘ti � ‘ti0
�2 þ �‘bi � ‘bi0

�2�
;

(1)

where ‘
tðbÞi
0 ¼ ‘S0 or ‘U0 for an S or a U amphiphile, respectively, at the top

(bottom) of site i.
The first two terms of Eq. 1 are nearest-neighbor interactions. An Ising

interaction Vuv occurs among S and U amphiphiles within each leaflet

separately, representing interactions independent of amphiphile length,

such as those between headgroups. The hydrophobic penalty ~J acts on

the total bilayer thickness, indirectly coupling the top and bottom amphi-

philes of a given site via the surrounding thickness, and favors AR to

minimize thickness variation (Fig. 1 b). The final two terms are on-site

terms; B is a direct coupling that favors R, similar to the conventional
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mismatch free-energy density g (3,4,26–28) by penalizing differences

in length (thus tail ordering) between the top and bottom amphiphiles

of a site. k penalizes length stretching relative to the ideal lengths of

the species.
Local free energy

Our goal is the free energy per lattice site f as a function of the coarse-

grained local compositions ftðbÞhN
tðbÞ
S =N, bilayer thickness dh

P
di=N,

and thickness difference Dh
P

Di=N. We calculate this within a mean-

field approximation (Appendix A) in which the neighbor terms of Eq. 1,

which involve V and ~J, are approximated by on-site terms. The coarse-

grained local variables impose the constraintsX
a

Nada ¼ Nd; (2a)

X
NaDa ¼ ND; (2b)
a

NSU � NUS ¼ �
ft � fb

�
N; (2c)
NSS þ NSU ¼ ftN; (2d)
NUU þ NUS ¼ ð1� ftÞN; (2e)
where Na are the occupancies of the four possible site types

a˛fSS;UU; SU;USg with thickness variables da; Da. After some work,

we find (see Eq. A19) that the desired local free energy per site

f ðft; fb; d; DÞ is given by minimizing

f 0N ¼
X
a

ðNaHa þ kBTNaln NaÞ � 2VN
�
ft � fb

�2
� 2VN

�
ft þ fb � 1

�2
; (3)

subject to Eqs. 2a–2e, where Ha contains the thickness-dependent, mean-

field interactions for each site type (cf. Eq. A15),

Ha ¼ 1

2
J
�
da � d

�2 þ 1

2
BðDaÞ2 þ 1

2
k
��

‘ta � ‘ta0
�2

þ �‘ba � ‘ba0
�2�

; (4)

in which ‘ta0 ¼ ‘A0, ‘ba0 ¼ ‘B0 for a ¼ AB, and Jh4~J. VhV10�
ð1=2ÞðV11 þ V00Þ sets the strength of the length-independent interaction.
f may be minimized over thickness variables d and D to yield annealed

values (equilibrated at given local composition) d
½ann:� ¼ D0ðftþ

fb � 1Þ þ d0 and D
½ann:� ¼ kD0ðft � fbÞ=ð2Bþ kÞ. This gives the local

free energy as a function of the local compositions of the top and bottom

leaflets,

f ½ann:�
�
ft;fb

�
hf
�
ft; fb; d

½ann:�
; D

½ann:��
: (5)

Explicit expressions are given in Eqs. A24 and A26. Symmetry under

exchange of labels S and U implies symmetry under ft/1�

ft;fb/1� fb. Differing molecular area (for example) would break this

symmetry but not affect the qualitative conclusions (in such a case, equi-

molar should be read as equal area fractions). Identical material parameters

within each leaflet imply symmetry under ft/fb;fb/ft; the qualitative

effect of breaking this assumption is demonstrated in (7).
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We emphasize that f describes the bulk free energy of a local patch of

bilayer. Hence, within f, neighbor interactions Vand J penalize composition

or thickness mismatch at the microscale, i.e., among individual amphiphiles

in the local patch. f does not include the contribution of boundaries between

domains, which are irrelevant for large domains and so do not affect phase

equilibria. Their important effect on kinetics is examined in the section

Growth rates of competing modes.
RESULTS

We now study the implications of the free energy derived
from our model. We show how a particular local free-energy
landscape relates to the phase diagram of the system, and
then study how model parameters affect the coexistences
and instabilities governing an example bilayer in which
the overall composition of each leaflet is an equimolar
mixture of S and U.
Parameters

First, we discuss the estimated values/ranges and physical
content of our model interaction parameters V, J, B,
and k. Full details can be found in Appendix C. The
length-independent Ising interaction strength V controls
whether the leaflets would phase-separate in the absence
of coupling (J ¼ B ¼ 0, such that each leaflet acts as an
independent Ising lattice). In the mean-field approxima-
tion, the Ising model requires V>V0h0:5 kBT for phase
separation, so we test values of V above and below this
threshold.

The indirect coupling ~J quantifies the penalty for mis-
matched total hydrophobic thickness. We take a fiducial
value ~Jz0:8 kBT nm�2, as estimated in Wallace et al.
(22) as a surface tension for hydrocarbon tails in contact
with the watery headgroups of phospholipids. This gives
~Jz0:5 a�2kBT, thus Jz2 a�2kBT, and varying J corre-
sponds to varying the strength of hydrophobic mismatch/
hydrophobicity.

The direct coupling parameter B plays a similar role to
the interleaflet mismatch energy g, for which widely vary-
ing estimates have been made (3,4,27,28). The mechanism
responsible is unclear. One proposal is tail interdigitation
entropy (3), whereas Garbès Putzel et al. (4) consider an
interplay of entropic and enthalpic effects (such as tail
orientation interactions and gauche bond energy) calculated
from a molecular mean-field theory. Our specific choice of
coupling B to leaflet thickness, hence tail ordering, captures
the idea that tail structural features underlie the direct
coupling (3,4), but it does not qualitatively affect the results;
it can simply be thought of as leading to an effective g (see
Fig. 5 and Eqs. C6–C8).

The stretching modulus k can be related to the area
stretching modulus kA —we use k ¼ 3 a�2kBT, correspond-
ing to kAz60 kBT nm�2, in the range for lipid bilayers at
300 K (29–31). Details of this mapping, as well as that
from B to g, appear in Appendix C.
Due to the simplicity of our model, precisely assigning
the meaning and values of parameters is impossible; for
example, amphiphiles could respond to length mismatch
by exploring tilt and splay as well as the stretching modeled
by our k. Instead, our aim is to succinctly capture important
structural features of the bilayer and study their effects over
a range of reasonable estimates for the parameters involved.

Given a quench into a phase-separating region, we
broadly expect increased direct coupling B to penalize the
existence of pairwise AR sites SU and US, whereas
increased hydrophobic penalty J will penalize the mixing
of sites with different ideal thickness (SS, UU, and SU/
US). Varying stiffness k affects the characteristic energy
scale of the interleaflet couplings; k/0 would represent
infinitely floppy amphiphiles that can adjust their length
and structuring so as to experience no indirect or direct
coupling energy.
Phase diagram

Our f ½ann:�ðft;fbÞ plays the same role as the local free en-
ergies postulated in Garbès Putzel and Schick (7) and Wag-
ner et al. (8), except that we have derived it explicitly from
the lattice model. In a similar way, it can be used to find a
phase diagram (7,8), which we now perform for the partic-
ular local free-energy landscape shown in Fig. 2. Hereafter,
we assume no flip-flop or solvent exchange, so the overall
composition (total proportion of S and U) within each leaflet
is conserved. The total free energy F is found by integrating
f laterally over the entire bilayer (8). The equilibrium
state—which coexisting phases are present at equilib-
rium—is then determined by minimizing F subject to con-
straints specifying the overall leaflet compositions

Pphases
qn ¼ 1;Pphases

qnf
t
n ¼ Ft;Pphases

qnf
b
n ¼ Fb;

(6)

where qn label the coexisting phases’ area fractions. The

overall (conserved) leaflet compositions in Eq. 6 are labeled
Ft;b, but by convention it is unnecessary to introduce a new
symbol, as the distinction between local and overall compo-
sitions is clear from context (8).

To stably (or metastably) coexist, phases must have 1)
equal chemical potential mthvf =vft in the top leaflet; 2)
equal chemical potential mbhvf =vfb in the bottom leaflet;
and 3) equal surface tension f � mtft � mbfb (7). This is
equivalent to drawing common tangent planes touching
the surface f ½ann:�ðft;fbÞ at two or three points, which
define two-phase tie-lines or triangles of three-phase coexis-
tence. This concept is illustrated on Fig. 2.

The phase diagram derived from Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3.
Equilibrium coexistences are qualitatively identical to those
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
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in Garbès Putzel and Schick (7) and Wagner et al., (8). Spi-
nodal lines around each free-energy minimum indicate the
region of local stability (8). The R central tie-line runs along
fb
RðftÞ ¼ ft through ð0:5; 0:5Þ, linking the R minima of

Fig. 2. (Hereafter, we use ð0:5; 0:5Þ as shorthand for
fb ¼ ft ¼ 0:5.) It sits within a region of two-phase R-R
equilibrium. This is surrounded by triangles of three-phase
R-R-AR equilibrium, where two R phases coexist with
one AR phase. These connect to two-phase arms of R-AR
coexistence.

We also show some metastable coexistences, which
satisfy the common tangent condition but do not fully mini-
mize F. Metastable AR-AR-R triangles overlap one another,
and a central AR-AR tie-line runs along fb

ARðftÞ ¼ 1� ft.
Each pair of free-energy minima is associated with a meta-
stable promontory that encroaches on an equilibrium three-
phase region. This is illustrated for one promontory on the
figure; a similar idea applies to each pair of minima.
Because tie-line endpoints must not be unstable, the spino-
dals determine where these promontories end. A careful in-
spection of Fig. 3 reveals two three-phase (R-R-AR) and
five two-phase (four R-AR plus one R-R) equilibrium re-
gions. The metastable regions are: two three-phase (AR-
AR-R); six two-phase (four R-AR, one AR-AR and one
R-R). Metastable states, unlike equilibria, are not uniquely
defined for each point on the phase diagram. For example,
a state point near an AR minimum could lie within both
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
metastable three-phase triangles, and three distinct two-
phase promontories.

Metastable coexistences are not restricted to the free
energy derived here, but apply to any landscape containing
both R and AR minima. Such free energies have been used
to explain existing observations (7,11), suggesting that
bilayer free energies may generically permit the metastable
coexistences identified here. The free energy and phase di-
agram are symmetric under inversion through ð0:5; 0:5Þ
for the reasons outlined above (see Local free energy).
(For a general free-energy landscape without these symme-
tries, coexisting phases need not be minima so long as
points of inflection exist. In our symmetric case, R-R-AR
could occur without AR minima, but coexistence of
two AR phases requires AR minima.) Breaking the up-
down leaflet symmetry (e.g., one leaflet containing different
species S0 and U0) could be treated by modifying the Hamil-
tonian. The qualitative effects would resemble the case in
Garbès Putzel and Schick (7), where a different intraleaflet
parameter is used for each leaflet.
Kinetics for fb ¼ ft ¼ 0.5

The importance of metastable states in determining the
kinetics of realized phase behavior has long been known
in the fields of metallurgy and colloid science (32–34) but
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until now has not been examined for bilayer leaflets. We
show these kinetic implications by studying an example
bilayer whose leaflets each contain an equimolar mixture
of S and U. Immediately after a quench from high
temperature, its local composition will everywhere be ho-
mogeneous at ð0:5; 0:5Þ. Varying model parameters (hence
the free-energy landscape) we consider the following
questions. 1) What is its equilibrium state? 2) To which in-
stabilities is the initial homogeneous state subject and, if
more than one, which will dominate at the start of phase
separation?

For ð0:5; 0:5Þ overall composition, the equilibrium state
must, if phase-separated, be two-phase, since any three-
phase tangent plane would pass through ð0:5; 0:5Þ at a
higher free energy than a plane linking the two absolute
minima of f. For the initial homogeneous state, we compare
the R phase separation mode (in which the bilayer splits in
the direction of the R-R central tie-line) to the AR mode
(splitting along the perpendicular AR-AR tie-line), ignoring
the metastable three-phase triangles in which ð0:5; 0:5Þ also
falls. Restricting attention to the two perpendicular modes
simplifies the kinetic analysis. Simulations to be presented
in upcoming work suggest that, for ð0:5; 0:5Þ overall compo-
sition, metastable three-phase separation is either kinetically
disfavored or occurs only in small transient fluctuations
about an overall AR-AR state.

R and AR modes

Fig. 4 shows slices through f ½ann:�ðft; fbÞ in the R/AR
modes for different parameter points (marked in Fig. 5 b)
of varying direct coupling B. For the lowest B, the AR
minima are lower than R, so AR-AR phase separation is
the equilibrium state of our ð0:5; 0:5Þ bilayer. This arises
FIGURE 4 R and AR slices through f ½ann:�ðft; fbÞ for the sequence of

parameter points indicated by the green dots in Fig. 5 b. Solid and open cir-

cles mark minima in the R and AR directions, respectively. We label, for a

bilayer of overall composition ð0:5; 0:5Þ, whether equilibrium coexistence

is R-R or AR-AR, and which modes (R or AR) the initially uniform homo-

geneous state is unstable to.
because in a R domain of SS (say), the entropic gain of in-
serting minority sites SU, US, or UU is offset by a prohibi-
tive hydrophobic cost from J. In contrast, an AR SU domain
can gain entropy from minority US, which are of the same
thickness and so experience no hydrophobic penalty.
Thus, if J is large, the bulk free energy for AR-AR coexis-
tence can be lower than that for R-R, despite a finite direct
coupling B.

Upon increasing B (penalizing AR), R-R phase separation
becomes equilibrium, but the homogeneous state ð0:5; 0:5Þ
is a local minimum of f along fb

RðftÞ ¼ ft, so it is meta-
stable against the R mode. At B ¼ 0:3 a�2kBT, the minima
in the AR mode have disappeared and the homogeneous
state is not unstable to either mode. For the largest B, the ho-
mogeneous state becomes unstable to R-R phase separation,
the local minimum having disappeared. Note that unlike any
of the parameter points in Fig. 4, the free-energy landscape
in Fig. 2 is unstable at ð0:5; 0:5Þ to both R and AR modes
of phase separation, being concave down along both
fb
RðftÞ ¼ ft and fb

ARðftÞ ¼ 1� ft directions.

Instability criteria

Instability to phase separation requires negative curvature
of f ½ann:�. We define fm½ann:�ðftÞhf ½ann:�ðft;fb

mðftÞÞ, where
m ¼ R, AR labels the phase separation mode. Hence, insta-
bility of the equimolar homogeneous state to mode m re-
quires ðd2=dft 2Þfm½ann:���

ft¼0:5
<0. We find that

d2

dft 2
f R½ann:�

��
0:5

¼ 4

b

�
1þ e�bs

�� 16

�
V þ D2

0Jk

4ð2J þ kÞ
�
;

(7a)

d2
f AR½ann:�

�� ¼ 4 �
1þ ebs

�� 16V; (7b)

dft 2 0:5 b

with b�1hkBT, where
sh
1

2
ðHSU þ HUS � HSS � HUUÞ (8a)

¼ � D2
0k

2ðJ � BÞ
(8b)
2ð2J þ kÞð2Bþ kÞ

is the (mean-field) energy per site for converting two sites

from R to AR ðSSþ UU/SU þ USÞ. The curvatures
contain a positive entropy-like part that inhibits instability
and a negative enthalpic part that promotes it. The more
negative is ðd2=dft 2Þfm½ann:�, the stronger is the bulk driving
force for instability to mode m.

s controls the excess proportion, xmixed
reg , of pairwise R

amphiphile pairs present in the homogeneous state. (While
it is laterally mixed, the bilayer can contain more or fewer
pairwise R versus AR sites. At fb ¼ ft ¼ 0:5, in particular,
anything from full pairwise R to AR is possible.) Evaluating
the Na at ð0:5; 0:5Þ gives
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
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xmixed
reg h

NSS þ NUU � NSU � NUS

N
¼ tanh

bs

2
: (9)

For J>B, as expected in most cases, s<0 which implies that
mixed
xreg <0. This implies that most pairs in the homogeneous
state are AR, i.e., amphiphiles predominantly align with
the opposite species (as measured in Zhang et al. (15,16)).
The Boltzmann factors e5bs in Eqs. 7a and 7b control the
loss of configurational entropy, relative to the homogeneous
state, for creating excess pairwise R (AR) sites required
by the R (AR) phase separation mode. Increasing J
(decreasing s) promotes pairwise AR (i.e., SU and US) by
penalizing the mixing of pairwise R (SS and UU) sites in
the homogeneous state. To access the R phase separation
mode, the bilayer must thus overcome a free-energy barrier
to create the required pairwise R sites. This can lead to a
local minimum at ð0:5; 0:5Þ in the R slice through f (see
Fig. 4), implying that the homogeneous state is metastable
against the R mode. (The homogeneous state may become
metastable against the AR mode if B[J, but for phospho-
lipids, the literature suggests that JTB or J[B (see
Appendix C). Further, the complementary matching
measured in Zhang et al. (15,16) requires, within our model,
J>B (via Eq. 9).) Hence, hydrophobicity J, unlike the Ising
interaction V, does not trivially increase instability to the R
mode. This complex interplay with bilayer microstructure
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
cannot be captured in theories that a priori assume purely
inter- and intraleaflet couplings (3,7).

Growth rates of competing modes

If the initial homogeneous state is unstable to both R
and AR modes, initial phase separation will be deter-
mined by the competition between them. The bulk free
energy f drives separation into domains, whereas gradient
terms arising from the nearest-neighbor interactions V
and J penalize the resulting inhomogeneities in com-
position and thickness. Although they do not affect the
phase diagram, these gradient terms do affect the
growth rates of the competing modes. We employ linear
stability analysis of a Ginzburg-Landau (G-L) free energy
(35), FG�L ¼ R d2rððf =a2Þþ fgradÞ, with gradient terms
given by

fgrad ¼ 1

2
~J
�
Vd
�2 þ VðVftÞ2 þ V

�
Vfb

�2
: (10)

We obtain wavenumber-dependent growth rates umðqÞ,
m
whose maxima over q yield umax. The difference

DuhuR
max � uAR

max determines which mode is faster and
dominates the initial phase separation after a quench. Hy-
drophobic mismatch penalizes the thickness gradients of
the R mode without necessarily providing a compensating
boost to instability (see Instability criteria), so it can render
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the AR mode fastest. The detailed calculations are given in
Appendix B.

Stability diagrams

Fig. 5 summarizes the equilibria and kinetics of a ð0:5; 0:5Þ
bilayer, showing whether the equilibrium state is R-R, AR-
AR, or mixed (no phase separation at all). We also show
where the initial homogeneous state of the bilayer is unsta-
ble to R and AR modes, as well as the relative growth rates
of the modes.

Weak mismatch (D0 ¼ 1 a). For V ¼ 0:3 kBT and weak
thickness mismatch, no phase separation takes place, since
V<V0 (Fig. 5 a), whereas V ¼ 0:6 kBT (Fig. 5 c) induces
phase separation as for the mean-field Ising model. The
equilibrium coexistence is R-R, but the bilayer is unstable
to both R and AR modes. For strong enough hydrophobic
mismatch, the AR mode is faster (Fig. 5 c, red). Hence,
for the parameter point marked in Fig. 5 c (green dot), the
bilayer will initially undergo spinodal decomposition in
the AR mode, accessing metastable AR-AR coexistence,
and subsequently requiring nucleation to reach equilibrium
R-R coexistence.

Strong mismatch (D0 ¼ 2 a). Increasing D0 strengthens
both the indirect and direct couplings (physically, this could
arise from increasing the length mismatch and the difference
in unsaturation of the species tails). In contrast to the weak
mismatch case, for V ¼ 0:3 kBT (Fig. 5 b) the interleaflet
couplings induce phase separation, although (since V<V0)
neither leaflet would separate without interleaflet coupling
(3,7,8). A large hydrophobic penalty J promotes pairwise
AR. Due to the doubled effective Ising interaction between
SU and US pairs (2V>V0), AR minima appear in the free-
energy landscape and AR-AR phase separation is possible.
There is a region where AR-AR coexistence is the equilib-
rium state. (A small region of AR-AR equilibrium also
exists in Fig. 5, c and d, for Ba2=kBT(0:005.) Increasing
the direct coupling B favors R-R phase separation, which
is enhanced by hydrophobic thickness mismatch between
SS and UU sites, yet large J renders the homogeneous state
metastable, not unstable, against the R mode (within the
R-R region but outside the R instability line). For
V ¼ 0:6 kBT (Fig. 5 d), phase separation always takes place,
since V>V0. Compared to V ¼ 0:3 kBT, the R instability
and AR instability lines move past each other; increased V
promotes instability (Eq. 7), so larger B/smaller J is required
to inhibit AR instability, and larger J/smaller B is required to
inhibit R instability.
DISCUSSION

We have modeled the coupled leaflets of a bilayer in which
hydrophobic mismatch causes an indirect coupling J, pro-
moting antiregistration (AR). This competes with a direct
coupling B, arising from tail-structure mismatch, which pro-
motes transmidplane registration (R) of like species. Both
interleaflet couplings interplay with the stiffness k: small k
allows amphiphiles to adapt to the couplings, decreasing
the energy scale and washing out interleaflet coupling
effects, whereas large k (as in a gel, for instance) strengthens
them.

The free-energy landscapes derived from our model
permit multiple metastable coexistences in the phase dia-
gram. Such coexistences are possible for any free-energy
landscape with R and AR minima (7,11), but their
consequences for bilayers have not previously been inves-
tigated. Moreover, by explicitly incorporating structural
features, our theory demonstrates how hydrophobic
mismatch kinetically favors metastable AR phase coexis-
tence (or can even lead to equilibrium AR), thus providing
a novel link between bilayer microstructure and phase tran-
sition kinetics.

We demonstrated the kinetic effects of metastability in a
ð0:5; 0:5Þ bilayer (each leaflet containing an overall equi-
molar mixture), by studying competing R and AR phase
separation modes corresponding to perpendicular tie-lines
passing through ð0:5; 0:5Þ (see Fig. 3). For plausible phos-
pholipid parameters (J � 2 a�2kBT) with a significant
lipid-length mismatch D0 � 0:8 nm (� 1 a), Fig. 5 c may
apply. Taking gz0:15 kBT nm�2z0:1 a�2kBT (3,27,28)
(so Bz0:23 a�2kBT) in that figure implies comparable
R/AR growth rates. However, Garbès Putzel et al. (4)
argue for g � 0:01 a�2kBT (Bz0:02 a�2kBT), in which
case, the bilayer would first access AR-AR coexistence
and require nucleation to reach equilibrium R-R co-
existence (a manifestation of Ostwald’s heuristic rule of
stages (32)).

A general experimental signature of such kinetics would
be the total amounts of R and AR phases changing through
time, as the bilayer converts AR to R or vice versa (14). This
could be discerned via AFM, with growing SS and UU
nuclei exhibiting different thickness to one another as well
as to the surrounding AR background. This signature applies
also to overall compositions away from ð0:5; 0:5Þ, where
metastable states can compete with equilibrium three- or
two-phase coexistence. AR-AR coexistence may not be
detected by standard height-mode AFM or fluorescence
microscopy, because SU and US domains would be of
similar height and fluorescence. Hence, three-phase coexis-
tence involving two AR phases can masquerade as two-
phase coexistence.

Observations of Lo-Ld phase coexistence (10,11) suggest
that the equilibrium state typically comprises R domains, in
agreement with our results. In contrast, AFM experiments
(14) have shown R gel domains converting to AR. This
could indicate decay of subcritical R nuclei into a meta-
stable AR state, although the interpretation of experiments
with a solid support is complicated by substrate effects
(36), which could break the bilayer symmetry. Domain
AR observed upon increasing hydrophobic mismatch in
simulation (17,18) can be understood as a kinetically
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
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favored metastable state, and thus reconciled with R as the
equilibrium state (10–12). The intriguing complementary
matching (i.e., pairwise AR) measured in Zhang et al.
(15,16) can be related to Eq. 9, which implies (for J>B)
predominant pairwise AR in a laterally homogeneous
bilayer.

To study these effects in experiment and molecular simu-
lation, ideal systems would have strong hydrophobic
mismatch due to different tail lengths. Differing headgroups
may ensure that the length-independent interaction V is suf-
ficient for AR free-energy minima to exist (so SU and US
form distinct domains). Although metastability is possible
over wide regions of the phase diagram, a mixture of
near-equal area fractions (near ð0:5; 0:5Þ) could minimize
bias toward R phases and allow pure AR-AR coexistence
(cf. Perlmutter and Sachs (17)). Amphiphiles with relatively
stiff tails (corresponding to a large area compressibility
modulus) would maximize the energy scale of interleaflet
couplings. The behavior within the individual leaflets
should be carefully monitored (11,36), ideally in the early
kinetics after a quench, where one might witness the bilayer
passing through metastable states. Note, however, that some
existing simulation (17,18) and experimental results imply
long-lived AR. These could provide useful starting points
for investigations, e.g., molecular simulations aimed explic-
itly at determining whether AR domains in the Perlmutter
and Sachs study (17) are stable and how they may transition
to R domains.

Notwithstanding quantitative effects on the parameters,
our theory applies equally to Lo-Ld or liquid-gel systems;
gels entail slower kinetics but still evolve through
time (14) in a manner governed by a free-energy landscape.
In our idealized treatment, it is hard to precisely assign
parameters or predict timescales. Rather, we have shown
that bilayer structural features lead—over a wide range
of reasonable model parameters—to uniquely rich free
energies that can reconcile apparently contradictory R/AR
observations in the literature. Future work will flesh out
the kinetics beyond the linear regime studied here by direct
simulation of the lattice model and will examine the nucle-
ation energetics for reaching equilibrium.

We have implicitly considered a flat membrane. Mem-
brane curvature can drive domain formation (37) and has
been proposed as a factor in domain interleaflet coupling
(26), whereas AR may cause nonzero spontaneous curvature
and lead to an undulating membrane (5). In principle, our
theory could be supplemented with curvature terms (5),
though it is not obvious whether these could be derived
from microscopic considerations or would be phenomeno-
logical. We focused here on approximate phospholipid
parameters, but the phenomenology also applies to, e.g.,
polymeric bilayers (38,39), whose properties, and hence
predicted phase behavior, may be quite different. Hybrid
lipids, where one tail varies in saturation/length relative to
the other, may act as linactants (40–42). Further work is
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required to establish their effects on the physics studied
here, but we speculate that such linactants could favor R
by diminishing the energy cost for the thickness mismatch
at R domain boundaries.
APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF MEAN-FIELD FREE
ENERGY

The underlying lattice model is a L2 ¼ N square lattice of sites with top (t)

and bottom (b) leaflet amphiphiles, whose Hamiltonian is given by Eq. 1.

The exact partition function is

Z ¼
Xconstrained	̂
f
t
i ;̂f

b
i



Z

DDDd exp ð�bHÞ; (A1)

where the sum is constrained by the average leaflet compositions
tðbÞ tðbÞ Q Q
f hNS =N, and we have defined DDh
i
dDi and Ddh

i
ddi. Recall

that bftðbÞ
i ¼ 1 or 0 if the top (bottom) of site i contains an S orU amphiphile.

The free energy is related to the partition function by

fN ¼ �kBT lnZ; (A2)

and our aim is to find a mean-field approximation to the free energy per site

f that depends only on local coarse-grained variables for the leaflet compo-
sitions ftðbÞ, bilayer thickness dh
P

di=N, and thickness difference

Dh
P

Di=N.
Mean-field (on-site) approximation

We use a mean-field approximation, ignoring correlations between neigh-

boring sites. This requires approximating the neighbor interaction terms

ofH (those involving Vand ~J) with on-site terms. For the ~J term, we employ

the local mean-field bilayer thickness d and writeP
hi;ji

�
di � dj

�2 ¼
X
hi;ji

��
di � d

�� �dj � d
��2

¼ P
<i;j>

��
di � d

�2 þ �dj � d
�2 � 2

�
di � d

��
dj � d

��
z
P
i

4
�
di � d

�2
:

(A3)

The mean-field approximation consists of assuming that the cross term

½d � d�½d � d� sums to zero, i.e., that d and d are uncorrelated.
i j i j

For the Ising-like term in (say) the top leaflet, the interaction matrix Vuv
permits a mapping to the Ising model. Define the exchange parameter,

JIsing (unrelated to the J in our model), and the spin variable,

stih2 bft

i � 1, which takes the value 1 or �1, and consider the Ising model

in which the interaction energy between spins i and j is Eij ¼ �JIsingstis
t
j. In

the mean-field approximation, the total energy of this Ising model is

Ez� 2JIsingðstÞ2N, where st is the mean value of the spin. This can be

written as

E ¼
X
hi;ji

�JIsingstis
t
jz
X
i

�2JIsingstis
t: (A4)

The excess interaction energy for unlike versus like neighbors in the�� �� Ising
Ising model is Eij
sti¼�stj

� Eij
sti¼stj

¼ 2J . For Vuv this difference is

VhV10 � ð1=2ÞðV00 þ V11Þ. Hence, equivalence with the Ising model is
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established by setting V ¼ 2JIsing. Therefore, in the mean-field approxima-

tion of our lattice Hamiltonian, we can writeX
hi;ji

V̂
f
t
if̂

t
j
z
X
i

�Vstis
t ¼

X
i

�Vstið2ft � 1Þ; (A5)

and a similar expression for the bottom leaflet. The mean-field (i.e., on-site)

approximation to the Hamiltonian is thus given by
HzHMF ¼
X
i

Hi; (A6)

where � � 1 � �2

Hi ¼ � Vstið2ft � 1Þ � Vsbi 2fb � 1 þ

2
J di � d

þ 1

2
BðDiÞ2 þ 1

2
k
��

‘ti � ‘ti0
�2 þ �‘bi � ‘bi0

�2�
;

(A7)

and Jh4~J.
Site types

We now note that, given a mixture of S and U species in each leaflet,

there are four possible site types, a˛fSS;UU; SU;USg, where an AB site

contains species A on the top and B on the bottom. SS and UU sites are pair-

wise R, whereas SU and US sites are pairwise AR. All sites of type a share

the same values of the species-dependent constants sti, s
b
i , ‘

ti
0 , and ‘

bi
0 in their

Hi. We can therefore express the total mean-field HamiltonianHMF as a sum

over the noninteracting site-level Hamiltonians,

HMF ¼
X
a

X
ja

Na

Hja ; (A8)

where ja labels the jth out of Na sites of type a, and
Hja ¼ 5Vð2ft � 1Þ5V
�
2fb � 1

�þ 1

2
J
�
dja � d

�2
þ 1

2
B
�
Dja

�2 þ 1

2
k

��
‘tja � ‘ta0

�2
þ
�
‘bja � ‘ba0

�2�
:

(A9)

Here, ‘ta0 ¼ ‘A0 and ‘ba0 ¼ ‘B0 for a ¼ AB, and the signs are �� for
a ¼ SS, þþ for UU, �þ for SU, and þ� for US.

The sum over the top and bottom leaflet configurations can be rewritten

as a sum over the occupancies of the set of site types, i.e.,

Xconstr:	̂
f
t
i ;̂f

b
i


 ¼
Xconstr:
fNag

1Q
aNa!

; (A10)

where the factorials avoid overcounting indistinguishable configurations

and the sum is constrained by Eqs. 2c–2e.
Defining DDah
Q
ja
dDja and Ddah

Q
ja
ddja, the mean-field partition

function ZMF is

ZMF ¼
Xconstr:
fNag

1Q
aNa!

Y
a

Z
DDaDdaexp

 
� b
X
ja

Na

Hja

!
:

(A11)
Since all sites are now independent of one another, the integral may be
rewritten in terms of the partition function for a single site of type a. In

addition, the constraints of Eqs. 2c–2e allow the Ising interaction, V, to

be factored out. We thus have

ZMF ¼
Xconstr:
fNag

exp
�� bNV��ft;fb

��Q
aZ

Na
aQ

aNa!
; (A12)

where we have defined
V��ft;fb
�
h� 2V

�
ft � fb

�2 � 2V
�
ft þ fb � 1

�2
: (A13)

The single-site thickness partition function is given by
Za ¼
Z

dDaddaexpð�bHaÞ; (A14)

in which
Ha ¼ 1

2
J
�
da � d

�2 þ 1

2
BðDaÞ2 þ 1

2
k
��

‘ta � ‘ta0
�2

þ �‘ba � ‘ba0
�2�

;
(A15)

now contains only the thickness-dependent interactions.
Self-consistency, free energy

For self-consistency of the locally averaged bilayer thickness d and

difference D we require the integrations over da; Da to be performed sub-

ject to Eqs. 2a and 2b. Since these integrals are Gaussian, and the con-

straints of Eqs. 2a and 2b are linear, the integrations can be performed

exactly to yield

Y
a

ZNa

a ¼ exp

 
� b

X
a

NaHa

	
d�a; D

�
a


!
; (A16)

where fd�a; D�
ag values minimize

P
a

NaHa subject to Lagrange multipliers

enforcing Eqs. 2a and 2b.
Now the mean-field partition function can be written as

ZMF ¼
Xconstr:
fNag

exp
�
� b
h
NV��ft;fb

�
þ
X
a

Na

�
Ha

	
d�
a; D

�
a


þ kBT ln Na

�i�
h
Pconstr:
fNag

exp
��bN~f

�
;

(A17)

where Stirling’s approximation (lnNa!zNaln Na � Na) has been used,

contributing an irrelevant constant.
The three constraints of Eqs. 2c–2e leave only one Na over which to

sum. For this, we perform a saddle-point approximation, which is equiva-

lent to removing the sum and setting fNag to their values that minimize
~f subject to Eqs. 2c–2e. This yields

ZMFzexp
��bN~f

��
; (A18)

where ~f
�
is the minimized value of ~f . Then, by Eq. A2, our desired free en-

ergy per site f ðft; fb; d; DÞ is given by ~f
�
.
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The steps described above can be summarized compactly by stating that

the free energy f ðft; fb; d; DÞ per site is given by minimizing

f 0N ¼
X
a

NaðHa þ kBTlnNaÞ � 2VN
�
ft � fb

�2
� 2VN

�
ft þ fb � 1

�2 (A19)

over fda; Da; Na} subject to Lagrange multipliers enforcing Eqs. 2a–2e, as

written in Eq. 3. The variables fixed in the minimization procedure are
dSS ¼ d þ kD0

2J þ k

�
2� ft � fb

�
; (A20a)

dUU ¼ d � kD0 �
ft þ fb

�
; (A20b)
2J þ k

dSU ¼ dUS ¼ d � kD0 �
ft þ fb � 1

�
; (A20c)
2J þ k

DSS ¼ DUU ¼ D� kD0 �
ft � fb

�
; (A20d)
2Bþ k

DSU ¼ D� kD0 �
ft � fb � 1

�
; (A20e)
2Bþ k

DUS ¼ D� kD0 �
ft � fb þ 1

�
; (A20f)
2Bþ k

NSS


N ¼ A

�
ft;fb

�
; (A20g)
NUU


N ¼ A

�
ft;fb

�þ 1� ft � fb; (A20h)
NSU


N ¼ �A

�
ft;fb

�þ ft; (A20i)
NUS


N ¼ �A

�
ft;fb

�þ fb: (A20j)
We have defined
A
�
ft;fb

�
h

2ftfb

f� þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f� 2 þ 4ftfbðe�2bs � 1Þ

p ; (A21)

where � �

f�hft þ fb þ e�2bs 1� ft � fb ; (A22)

and
sh
1

2
ðHSU þ HUS � HSS � HUUÞ

¼ � D2
0k

2ðJ � BÞ
2ð2J þ kÞð2Bþ kÞ

(A23)

is the energy change per site for converting two R sites into two

AR sites. The expected self-consistency requirements are fulfilled; for
example, fb ¼ ft/1 (forcing all sites to be of SS type) leads to

dSS/d.
To construct the local free energy f ðft; fb; d; DÞ we insert Eqs. A20–

A23 into Eq. A19. We find
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f
�
ft; fb; d; D

� ¼ kBT
�
A ln Aþ �Aþ 1� ft � fb

�
� ln

�
Aþ 1� ft � fb

�
þ ðft � AÞlnðft � AÞ
þ �fb � A

�
ln
�
fb � A

��
þ 1

2
k

�
1

2

�
d � d0

�2 þ D0

��
ft þ fb � 1

�
� �

d0 � d
�� �ft � fb

�
Dþ 1

2
D0

��
þ 1

4
D

2ð2Bþ kÞ þ k2D2
0

2ð2Bþ kÞð2J þ kÞ
� ��

2A� 2ftfb
�ðJ � BÞ

� �ft þ fb � ft 2 � fb 2
�

� ðJ þ Bþ kÞ�� 2V
�
ft � fb

�2
� 2V

�
ft þ fb � 1

�2
;

(A24)

where D0h‘S0 � ‘U0, d0h‘S0 þ ‘U0.

Upon further minimizing f over the mean-field thickness variables d and
D, we obtain f ½ann:�ðft;fbÞ, which determines theminima in the local free-en-

ergy landscape (see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 4). The annealed thickness variables are

d
½ann:� ¼ D0

�
ft þ fb � 1

�þ d0; (A25a)

½ann:� kD0

�
ft � fb

�

D ¼

2Bþ k
; (A25b)

giving
f ½ann:�
�
ft;fb

� ¼ kBT
�
A ln Aþ �Aþ 1� ft � fb

�
� ln

�
Aþ 1� ft � fb

�þ ðft � AÞ
� lnðft � AÞ þ �fb � A

�
ln
�
fb � A

��
þ 1

2

BkD2
0

�
ft þ fb

�
2Bþ k

�
2� ft � fb

�
� s
�
2Aþ �ft þ fb

��
1� ft � fb

��
� 2V

�
ft � fb

�2 � 2V
�
ft þ fb � 1

�2
:

(A26)
APPENDIX B. GINZBURG-LANDAU ANALYSIS

f ðft; fb; d; DÞ is the coarse-grained free energy per site. This can serve as
the Landau part of a Ginzburg-Landau-type free energy, FG�L, to study

kinetics:

FG�L ¼
Z

d2r

�
f

a2
þ fgrad

�
; (B1)

where
fgrad ¼
~J

2

�
Vd
�2 þ VðVftÞ2 þ V

�
Vfb

�2
: (B2)
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This gradient contribution depends on the terms of the Hamiltonian by
which laterally neighboring sites interact. The composition gradient term

in each leaflet involving V is simply that for the mean-field Ising model

(43), and the thickness gradient term involving ~J is the corresponding

term of Eq. 1 in the limit of small lattice spacing.

We study the instabilities about a reference homogeneous state

defined by fb ¼ ft ¼ 0:5, D ¼ 0, d ¼ d0, applying small perturbations

to this state and determining the resultant change in FG�L. The

thermodynamic driving force for instability to demixing, determined

by f, competes with the gradient terms fgrad which penalize the resultant

inhomogeneity. Combining these with evolution equations for compo-

sition and thickness, we find preferred lengthscales for initial demixing,

and associated rates that can be compared between the R and AR

modes.

A perturbation is described by dft; dfb; d‘
t
; d‘

b
. Considering sepa-

rately the R mode (in which fb
RðftÞ ¼ ft, D ¼ 0 and d‘

b ¼ d‘
t
) and the

AR mode (in which fb
ARðftÞ ¼ 1� ft, d ¼ d0 and d‘

b ¼ �d‘
t
), we now

apply linear stability analysis to perturbations governed by Eq. B1 to deter-

mine which mode initially grows fastest.
Evolution of perturbations

The free-energy change due to a perturbation in mode m is

dFm
G�L ¼ 1

2

Z
d2r

0@� dft

d‘
t

�
$Cm$

�
dft

d‘
t

�

þ Vm

�
dft

d‘
t

�
$Pm$Vm

�
dft

d‘
t

�1A;

(B3)

where the Einstein convention has been used, m ¼ R; AR and the matrices

Cm and Pm contain the bulk and gradient free energy terms, respectively:
a2CR ¼
"
f Rf tf t 2f R

df t

2f R
df t 4f R

dd

#

¼ 2

264
�
2kBT

�
e�bs þ 1

�þ k2D2
0

2J þ k
� 8V

�
�kD0

�kD0 k

375;
(B4a)

2 AR

"
f ARf tf t 2f AR

Df t

#

a C ¼

2f AR
Df t 4f AR

D D

¼ 2

264
�
2kBT

�
ebs þ 1

�þ k2D2
0

2Bþ k
� 8V

�
�kD0

�kD0 2Bþ k

375;
(B4b)

PR ¼
�
4V 0

�
; PAR ¼

�
4V 0

�
: (B4c)
0 4~J 0 0

f Rðft; dÞ represents f evaluated for fb
RðftÞ ¼ ft, D ¼ 0, and f ARðft; DÞ

represents f evaluated for fb
ARðftÞ ¼ 1� ft, d ¼ d0. Subscripts indicate de-

rivatives evaluated at the homogeneous state, i.e., ft ¼ 0:5, d ¼ d0, D ¼ 0.

Since composition is conserved, it evolves (29) via
vdft m

vt
¼ MV2

�
Cm

11df
t þ Cm

12d‘
t � Pm

11V
2dft � Pm

12V
2d‘

t
�
;

(B5)

where the mobility M sets the timescale.

We assume thickness to behave in a nonconserved fashion so that it
evolves relaxationally (29) via

vd‘
t m

vt
¼ �h

�
Cm

21df
t þ Cm

22d‘
t � Pm

21V
2dft � Pm

22V
2d‘

t
�
;

(B6)

where the mobility h incorporates frictional forces involved in length

stretching and compression of amphiphiles (in principle it can acquire
wavenumber dependence via coupling to the conserved solvent flow).

In Fourier space, the coupled evolution equations are

v

vt

0@ df t m
q

d‘
t m

q

1A ¼ �MðqÞ$
�
Cm þ q2Pm

�
$

0@ df t
q

d‘
t

q

1A
h� LmðqÞ$

0@ df t
q

d‘
t

q

1A;

(B7)

where
MðqÞh
�
Mq2 0

0 Mx

�
: (B8)

The dimensionless parameter xhh=M controls how fast the thickness
relaxation is relative to diffusion. Instabilities of the R or AR mode corre-

spond to a negative eigenvalue of their Lm. Their wavenumber-dependent

growth rates are given by umðqÞ ¼ �lm, where lm is the eigenvalue for

the eigenmode of Lm. Maximizing umðqÞ over q yields um
max, the peak

growth rate of the given mode (R or AR).

The blue and red colors in Fig. 5 are obtained by first calculating um
max

for the R and AR modes. Then, the difference DuhuR
max � uAR

max is plotted

as the background of Fig. 5. If a given mode m has a negative peak growth

rate (i.e., is not unstable), then its um
max is set to zero. Thus, Du ¼ 0

(white) is ambiguous; either 1) both modes are stable or 2) both are unsta-

ble but with equal peak growth rates. This ambiguity is easily resolved by

referring to the instability lines when interpreting the plot, since if the

peak growth rate of mode m is zero, then we must be outside the insta-

bility region of mode m. Note that the ranges of the color scales in

Fig. 5 are asymmetric.

To model the physically likely scenario, we used x ¼ 100, since any

frictional drag involved in stretching should be far less than that for lateral

diffusion (22,29). This value is close to saturation, i.e., the composition

relaxation is the limiting timescale and significant further increases in x

have only marginal quantitative effects on umðqÞ. Therefore, the conclu-

sions drawn from the colors in Fig. 5 are independent of x in the expected

physical regime. Even if the opposite regime is assumed (x ¼ 0:1), the

values of umðqÞ change, but the key feature of the Du landscape—which

mode is fastest—is not strongly affected (Fig. 6).
APPENDIX C. PHYSICAL MEANING OF
PARAMETERS

For comparison with phospholipids, we set the lattice spacing at

a � 0:8 nm, corresponding to an area per lipid of 0:64 nm2 (44).
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
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FIGURE 6 Lines and colors are defined as in Fig. 5 d. (a) x ¼ 100, as in

Fig. 5 d. (b) x ¼ 0:1. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Stretching modulus

The stretching and compression of a bilayer of amphiphiles is measured

experimentally via the area stretching modulus kA, with a free energy

given by

Gbilayer
kA

¼
Z

d2r
kA

2

�
dA

A0

�2

; (C1)

where dA represents an area difference relative to the equilibrium area A0.

In the continuum representation of the lattice model here, the stretching free
energy for an individual leaflet of the bilayer is given by

Gleaflet
k ¼

Z
d2r

a2
k

2
ðd‘Þ2; (C2)

where a2 is the lattice site area and d‘ is a tail-length difference relative to

an equilibrium length ‘0. Assuming that the volume v ¼ A‘ remains con-
stant upon stretching/compression, Ad‘ ¼ �‘dA, we have

Gleaflet
k ¼

Z
d2r

‘20
a2

k

2

�
dA

A0

�2

: (C3)

Noting that Eq. C1 describes the area stretching energy for the whole
bilayer, and assuming the energy to be distributed evenly between the

two leaflets, we can write

Gleaflet
k ¼ 1

2
Gbilayer

kA
: (C4)

Identifying the lattice-site area a2 as the equilibrium area per amphiphile

A gives the correspondence
0

k ¼ A0

2‘20
kA; (C5)

where ‘0 is a representative value for the equilibrium length of a real amphi-

phile. For typical values ‘ ¼ 2 nm and A ¼ 0:64 nm2 for phospholipid
0 0

leaflets, the value k ¼ 3 a�2kBT used in this work corresponds to

kAz40 a�2kBTz60 kBTnm
�2, in the range for lipid bilayers at 300 K

(29–31).
Indirect coupling

The indirect coupling parameter, ~J, quantifies the penalty for mismatch

in the total hydrophobic thickness between neighboring lattice sites,

arising from hydrophobic surface tension. We take a fiducial value
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1963–1976
~Jz0:8 kBTnm
�2, approximately that estimated in Wallace et al. (22) as a

surface tension for hydrocarbon tails in contact with the watery headgroup

region of phospholipids. This gives ~Jz0:5 a�2kBT for the lattice model, so

for the mean-field parameter, Jz2 a�2kBT. Increasing J (Fig. 5) can be

thought of as increasing hydrophobic mismatch/hydrophobicity. Our model

cannot capture all the intricacies of hydrophobic mismatch between mole-

cules. Instead, through J and its interplay with k, we mean to capture the

fact that such mismatch is disfavored at the molecular scale (15–18), and

to estimate a reasonable scale for the energy penalty involved.
Direct coupling

The direct coupling parameter B plays a similar role to the interleaflet

mismatch free energy per area g estimated in the literature. We can define

an effective g (that shown in Fig. 5) by considering an isolated AR site and

minimizing its energy arising from stretching (k) and direct coupling (B)

energies over the top and bottom amphiphile lengths, where the reference

state is an isolated R site that experiences zero direct coupling energy.

This microscopic energy per AR site is

ga2 ¼ D2
0kB

2ðkþ 2BÞ; (C6)

in terms of which
B ¼ 2ga2k

kD2
0 � 4ga2

: (C7)

For example, the value gz0:15 kBTnm
�2 estimated in Risselada and

�2
Marrink (27,28) is, in model units, gz0:1 a kBT. Assuming D0 ¼ 1 a

and k ¼ 3 a�2kBT, this gives Bz0:23 a�2kBT. However, even compared

to the other parameters of our idealized model, g is poorly understood.

Garbès Putzel et al. (4) estimate an order of magnitude lower

(g � 0:01 a�2kBT, so that B � 0:02 a�2kBT), and find that the method

used to extract g in simulation (27,28) is inaccurate, since it assumes larger

characteristic fluctuations than were measured. On the other hand, Pantano

et al. (26) find that the effective g measured while artificially pulling do-

mains out of registration depends strongly on mismatch area, and proposes

a role for membrane curvature, which we have not studied.
Interpretation of g

There are subtleties in defining the mismatch free energy per area g. We

have defined it microscopically in Eq. C6 as the direct coupling energy den-

sity for an AR site. It is possible instead to construct a macroscopic defini-

tion by comparing the free energies of AR and R domains:

gmacroh lim
A/N

1

A

�
GantiregðAÞ � GregðAÞ�; (C8)

whereGðantiÞregðAÞ is the free energy of an AR/R domain of area A. The limit

A/N emphasizes that boundary contributions to the free energies are typi-
cally ignored (3,4). For example, in the study by Garbès Putzel et al. (4),

gmacro is computed theoretically by comparing the free energies of AR

and R arrangements of domains within a molecular mean-field theory, the

domains being assumed large enough that contributions from their bound-

aries can be neglected. It is important to note that any effects of hydropho-

bic mismatch energy at the edges of R domains (incorporated in our

Ginzburg-Landau analysis via the ~J term of fgrad) cannot be properly

captured by g or gmacro, since these describe only energies that scale as

the domain area.

In the well-segregated limit such that an AR/R domain contains purely

pairwise AR/R sites, the definition of Eq. C8 becomes equivalent to
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Eq. C6. Near this limit, within our model, gmacrozg, because the dominant

contribution to the free-energy difference in Eq. C8 will be from the direct

coupling energy experienced by AR sites (Eq. C6), whereas contributions

associated with the remnant fraction of pairwise R sites in the AR demixed

phase (and vice versa) will be small. Thus, for example, the free energy dif-

ference between the R and AR minima of f ½ann:� (Fig. 2) is similar to the

value of g quoted for that parameter point on Fig. 5 e, calculated using

Eq. C6.

In general, however, Eq. C8 requires specification of the compositions of

the R and AR phases whose free energies are to be compared, and Fig. 4

shows us that the leaflet compositions in the AR phases generally differ

from those in the R phases. Therefore, the assumption (4) that the relevant

AR configuration for comparison is that obtained by rearranging the do-

mains from the R configuration, without altering their compositions, is

incorrect. It may be suitable for describing small fluctuations into AR at

the boundary of a large R domain (as was the purpose in Garbès Putzel

et al. (4)), but only if one assumes that spatial fluctuations of the domain

boundaries out of R are not also accompanied by compositional fluctuations

of the domains in each leaflet.

In some situations, the relationship between g and gmacro is compli-

cated by ambiguity in implementing the macroscopic definition. Given

registered domain coexistence, one might assume that we should take a

metastable AR rearrangement of the domains for comparison. However,

in Fig. 4 (top), no AR minima exist in the free energy, so moving R-R co-

existing domains into antiregistration (4) would not yield a metastable

state. A single AR phase could still exist as part of R-R-AR equilibrium,

depending on the free energy’s detailed shape, but the intuitive ‘‘R-R to

AR-AR’’ rearrangement used in (4) becomes difficult to interpret. In

another case, in a small region of Fig. 5 b, the AR minima are lower in

free energy, so AR-AR or AR-AR-R state becomes equilibrium. Under

Eq. C8, this would imply a negative value of gmacro, although the per-

site g defined by Eq. C6 is positive.

Hence, it is clear that describing interleaflet coupling is complex, both in

terms of specifying the relevant bulk free energy and in terms of the

domain-size-dependent competition of edge and area energies. This latter

aspect in particular, and its role in nucleation kinetics of domain registra-

tion, will be further studied in future work. In relation to this discussion,

it is unclear precisely which coupling or combination of couplings is being

measured in molecular simulation studies of interleaflet coupling (27,28),

where the probability of fluctuations into AR is monitored and fit to a Boltz-

mann distribution. These fluctuations may be subject to effects related to

hydrophobic mismatch and composition dependence, as discussed above,

so that even if the approach of measuring fluctuations is essentially correct

(challenged in Garbès Putzel et al. (4)), it is likely that energies additional to

that described by g are at work. In summary, much further work is required

in defining, measuring, and studying the implications of the competing

forms of interleaflet coupling.
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